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Abstract
Background: Haze leads to many direct serious public health impacts. Understanding haze related knowledge can
not only help adolescents organize health protection awareness to prevent the harmful effects that haze has on
the body, but also promote their normal growth and development.
Methods: By considering, as the theoretical basis, the reasons behind the formation of haze and the underlying
mechanisms of the diseases that it causes, in addition to also investigating extensive literature references, our
research team developed the Adolescent Haze Related Knowledge Awareness Assessment Scale (AHRKAAS-I). After
6 experts reviewed AHRKAAS-I, and 6 adolescents tested the scale, the research team further revised and improved
AHRKAAS-I to form AHRKAAS-II. After which, researchers randomly selected 2 districts from the 20 districts of Baoding,
and subsequently randomly selected 2 middle schools from these 2 districts. Conducting a stratified cluster sampling
method, considering class as a unit, the research team randomly selected 22 classes. Finally, a total of 1100 adolescents
were investigated and 1034 valid questionnaires were recovered. By analyzing the data of 1034 valid questionnaires,
the researchers tested the reliability and validity of the scale and obtained the final scale (AHRKAAS).
Results: AHRKAAS Cronbach’s α=0.923, content validity = 0.940, criterion validity = 0.444, and factor cumulative
contribution rate = 66.178% by exploratory factor analysis. Using confirmatory factor analysis, Chi square value = 662.780,
degrees of freedom = 242, Chi square value/degrees of freedom = 2.739, root-mean-square error of approximation = 0.049,
goodness of fit index = 0.929, adjusted goodness of fit index = 0.905, comparative fit index = 0.964, normed fit
index = 0.944, and Tueker-Lewis index = 0.955. AHRKAAS consisted of 25 items and 4 dimensions.
Conclusion: AHRKAAS with a good reliability and validity can be used to assess the cognition level of haze
related knowledge among the adolescents, help medical workers and coordinators in schools when conducting
targeted behavior interventions. Furthermore, it can be used for health guidance for adolescents relating to the
health prevention of haze.
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Background
Air pollution has become an important global issue, affecting the health of millions of people around the world
[1]. Air pollution has multiple direct impacts on public
health in China. People are aware of the correlation between air pollution and health [2, 3]. For the first time
the Chinese Government initiated a National Plan on
Air Pollution Control, which set out strict measures and
goals to prevent and control air pollution in 2012. In
September 2013, the Chinese Government promulgated
the first National Action Plan on Air Pollution Prevention and Control(2013–17), which stated that by 2017
there would be significant and clear improvements to
the quality of the air in China [4]. Short and long-term
exposure to haze pollution are associated with a range of
negative health outcomes, including respiratory diseases,
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, mental
health problems, lung cancer, and premature death [5].
As a form of manifestation of severe air pollution, haze
has a harmful short-term acute affect in addition to
long-term chronic effects on human health. These harmful consequences of haze can lead to long-term and
far-reaching negative impacts on public health, especially
for the health of children and adolescents [6–11]. Since
adolescents are in a critical period of growth and development, their physical functions are not fully developed
and hence are more susceptible to the impact of haze.
This can result in damage to delicate physiological balance, which consequently has significant negative impacts to their health [1, 12–16]. Understanding haze
related knowledge can help adolescents organize health
protection awareness for the prevention of the harmful
effects haze has on the body, reducing the incidence of
related diseases, and promoting their normal growth and
development, whilst also reducing the medical burden
on the government, schools, society, and families [17].
Therefore, this study aimed to develop an Adolescent
Haze Related Knowledge Awareness Assessment Scale
(AHRKAAS) and test its reliability and validity to help
medical workers in health care institutions, as well as
school coordinators who conduct targeted behavior interventions and health guidance for adolescents in relation to the prevention of harmful effects of haze.
Methods
Development of AHRKAAS-I

By considering the reasons behind the formation of haze
and the underlying mechanisms of the diseases that it
causes as the theoretical basis [1, 16, 18–22], in addition
to investigating extensive literature references, a pool of
42 items was collected. After analyzing and discussing,
the research team retained 28 items and developed an
initial scale (Adolescent Haze Related Knowledge
Awareness Assessment Scale-I, AHRKAAS-I), which
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included 28 items and 3 dimensions. The three dimensions were named: Dimension 1, the cognition of influencing factors of the haze formation; Dimension 2, the
cognition of haze harmful effects on the human body;
Dimension 3, the cognition of haze health protection
measures. All of the items were presented in a simple
and easy-to-understand language in order to make the
meaning of each item understandable for the adolescent
population [23, 24].
Development of AHRKAAS-II

Researchers invited 6 related experts from both the hospital and the medical university, including: two clinical
doctors; two clinical nurses; and two full-time nursing
teachers. Experts were responsible for assessing the
content validity of AHRKAAS-I. The evaluation
standard was set from 3 (strongly related) to 1 (not related). Based on the results from the expert reviews, 3
items of AHRKAAS-Iwere removed, which produced
AHRKAAS-II. AHRKAAS-II included 25 items and 3 dimensions, with the unchanged names of each dimension.
The scale used Likert 5-point method (5 = completely
know; 4 = know most; 3 = moderately know; 2 = know a
small part, 1 = don’t know). The total score of the scale
was the sum of all of the items’ scores. The higher the
score, the better the adolescent haze related knowledge
awareness. Six adolescents were asked to complete
AHRKAAS-II to test the wording and comprehension of
the scale so that we could improve the wording and the
statement expression of each item. All of the items were
presented in easy-to-understand language to ensure that
the meaning of each item was understandable for the
adolescent population [23, 24]. The researchers then
added an overall self-report item as the criterion to calculate the criterion validity of the scale: “Assuming that
the full score of haze related knowledge is 100 points,
how much do you think you are able to score?”
Large sample test and development of the final AHRKAAS

From June 2015 to January 2016, researchers randomly
selected 2 districts from the 20 districts of Baoding,
China. Subsequently, from these 2 districts, 2 middle
schools (one junior middle school, one senior middle
school) were randomly selected. Conducting a stratified
cluster sampling, considering class as a unit, the researchers randomly selected 5 first-grade classes,
5 s-grade classes, and 5 third-grade classes from the junior middle school (50 adolescents per class and a total of
750 adolescents). Furthermore, 3 first-grade classes,
2 s-grade classes, and 2 third-grade classes from the senior middle school (50 adolescents per class, with a total
of 350 adolescents) were randomly selected. In total, the
research team investigated 1100 adolescents between 11
to 20 years old (mean, 14.413 years old). Inclusion
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criteria: (1) Volunteered to participate in this research;
(2) The adolescent has a normal understanding ability,
no reading disabilities, or no intellectual disabilities. (3)
Not suffering from mental diseases, brain diseases, or
other serious illness. Sample size: Both exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) was appropriately used when the hypothesized
measurement model was evaluated. The sample size was
at least 10–15 individuals per item for the factor analysis
[25]. If the sample size was more than 20 individuals per
item for the factor analysis, the results of factor analysis
would be more stable and reliable [26]. Since this scale
contained 25 items, the sample size of the large sample
test should be more than 500. However, in order to increase the results stability and reliability, after comprehensively considering the feasibility of the study, we
appropriately increased the number of samples. Therefore, for this study we planned to collect 1100 samples.
Finally, a total of 1100 questionnaires were distributed.
19 adolescents did not complete the demographic characteristics questionnaire or the scale. 47 adolescents did
not complete the scale. 1034 valid questionnaires were
recovered. The valid recovery rate was 94%. By analyzing
the data of 1034 valid questionnaires, the researcher
tested the reliability and validity of the scale and
ultimately produced the final version of the scale
(AHRKAAS).
Ethical consideration and survey method

The health and family planning commission of Hebei
province approved this study (Permit Number: 20150072).
The research team explained the purpose of this study to
the middle school teaching management departments, as
well as the adolescents of two middle schools. Parental/
guardian written informed consent was obtained for
participants under the age of 16 years old. As soon as consent was granted from the school leaders, parents and
students, the researchers guided the adolescents about
how to complete the questionnaires. The researchers distributed the questionnaires and subsequently recovered
the questionnaires in the classrooms. The questionnaires
were completed in an anonymous manner, and by using
standardized language and unified instruction.
Statistical analysis

We used the Epidata3.1 software to input the data into
the computer twice, as well as to complete the consistency
check. SPSS 17.0 and AMOS 17.0 software were used to
analyze data. Researchers used descriptive statistics
(frequency and percentage) to analyze the characteristics
of the adolescents. Testing methods for reliability and validity of the scale: ①Exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis were used to assess construct
validity. ②Content validity index (CVI) was used to assess
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the content validity. ③The Pearson correlation coefficient
was used to assess the criterion validity. ④The Cronbach’s
α coefficient and the mean inter-item correlation coefficient (MIIC) were used to assess the reliability. The level
of significance was set at P < 0.05.

Results
Characteristics of the large sample of adolescents

A total of 1100 adolescents were handed questionnaires,
and 1034 valid questionnaires were returned. The valid
recovery rate was 94%. The characteristics of the data of
the large sample of adolescents are represented in detail
in Table 1.
Testing of the reliability and validity
Construct validity

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) AHRKAAS-II was
tested in the 1034 samples. The principal component
analysis method (PCA) and the maximum variance
Table 1 Characteristics of the large sample of adolescents
Characteristics

Subjects

%

Male

519

50.2

Female

515

49.8

Junior high school

713

69.0

Senior high school

321

31.0

Han

999

96.6

Minority

35

3.4

< 300

345

33.4

300~

541

52.3

600~

148

14.3

No

960

92.8

Yes

74

7.2

Urban area

685

66.2

Rural area

349

33.8

Urban medical insurance

599

57.9

New rural cooperative medical system

309

29.9

Self-paying

126

12.2

Yes

967

93.5

No

67

6.5

Gender

Grade

Race

Monthly cost (RMB)

Do you have a religious faith?

Place of residence

Method of medical insurance

Do you live with your family?

Data representing characteristics of the large sample were presented as a frequency
and percentage
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orthogonal rotation method were used to carry out the
exploratory factor analysis of AHRKAAS-II. The analysis
results revealed that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
value was 0.930 and the Bartlett sphericity test value was
16,954.675 (df = 300, P = 0.000). The results showed that
data were suitable for factor analysis. Factor extraction
was carried out under the condition of undefined factor
number. Four factors (Eigenvalue> 1) were extracted and
the cumulative variance contribution rate was 66.178%.
The scree plot of AHRKAAS-IIfactor analysis showed an
inflection point between the 4th and 5th factors. The
scree plot of the factor analysis also showed that the
4-factor structure was suitable (Fig. 1). After comprehensive analysis, the final version of the scale (AHRKAAS) contained 4 factors and 25 items. The final 4
factors were renamed: Factor 1, the cognition of factitious factors of haze formation (7 items); Factor 2, the
cognition of natural factors of haze formation (4 items);
Factor 3, the cognition of haze harmful effects on the
human body (9 items); Factor 4, the cognition of haze
health protection measures (5 items). (Table 2). The detailed content of Adolescent Haze Related Knowledge
Awareness Assessment Scale (AHRKAAS) is shown in
Table 3, at the end of the result section.
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) In order to determine the best dimension structure of AHRKAAS, using
the AMOS17.0 software, the researcher randomly selected a 70% sample size (724 samples) and used the
maximum likelihood method to carry out the confirmatory factor analysis of the 25-item and 4-factor structure
of AHRKAAS. Chi square value (χ2) was 662.780, degrees of freedom (df ) was 242, Chi square value/degrees
of freedom (χ2/df ) was 2.739, root-mean-square error of

Fig. 1 Scree plot of exploratory factor analysis
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approximation (RMSEA) was 0.049, goodness of fit
index (GFI) was 0.929, adjusted goodness of fit index
(AGFI) was 0.905, comparative fit index (CFI) was 0.964,
normed fit index (NFI) was 0.944, Tueker-Lewis index
(TLI) was 0.955 (Table 4). The standard path and parameter estimation of confirmatory factor analysis is
shown in the Fig. 2.
Internal correlation test

The correlation coefficients among the factors of AHRKAAS were from 0.253 to 0.557 (P < 0.01). The correlation coefficients between the factors and the total scale
of AHRKAAS were from 0.685 to 0.819 (P < 0.01).
(Table 5).
Content validity

According to the results of expert evaluation, the content validity index (CVI) of the scale was 0.940 and the
CVI of each item ranged from 0.667 to 1.00. After improving the item wording and the statement expression,
6 adolescents reported that they could clearly understand the meaning of each item with no difficulty.
Criterion validity

Regarding the score of the overall self-report item relating to haze related knowledge as the criterion (“Assuming that the full score of haze related knowledge is 100
points, how much do you think you are able to score?”),
researchers calculated the correlation coefficient between the total score of AHRKAAS (87.314 ± 20.227,
mean ± SD) and the overall self-report item score
(73.005 ± 16.098, mean ± SD). The correlation coefficient
value was 0.444, P < 0.01.
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Table 2 Rotated component matrix, eigenvalue and cumulative variance contribution rate
Items

Factor 3

Factor 1

Factor 4

Factor 2

Q1

_

0.812

_

_

Q2

_

0.837

_

_

Q3

_

0.831

_

_

Q4

_

0.848

_

_

Q5

_

0.746

_

_

Q6

_

0.769

_

_

Q7

_

0.757

_

_

Q8

_

_

_

0.674

Q9

_

_

_

0.714

Q10

_

_

_

0.778

Q11

_

_

_

0.732

Q12

0.590

_

_

_

Q13

0.730

_

_

_

Q14

0.815

_

_

_

Q15

0.819

_

_

_

Q16

0.832

_

_

_

Q17

0.837

_

_

_

Q18

0.775

_

_

_

Q19

0.732

_

_

_

Q20

0.660

_

_

_

Q21

_

_

0.685

_

Q22

_

_

0.760

_

Q23

_

_

0.785

_

Q24

_

_

0.735

_

Q25

_

_

0.628

_

Eigenvalue

5.634

5.263

3.034

2.614

Variance
contribution
rate (%)

22.535

21.053

12.134

10.456

Cumulative
variance
contribution
rate (%)

22.535

43.588

55.722

66.178

Factor
naming

The cognition
of haze
harmful
effects on
the human
body

The cognition
of factitious
factors
of haze
formation

The cognition
of haze
health
protection
measures

The cognition
of natural
factors
of haze
formation

Factor 1, the cognition of factitious factors of haze formation; Factor 2, the cognition of natural factors of haze formation; Factor 3, the cognition of haze harmful
effects on the human body; Factor 4, the cognition of haze health protection measures
This symbol ‘_’ indicates that values were less than 0.400. Suppress absolute values less than 0.400

Reliability

The mean inter-item correlation coefficients (MIIC)
of each factor, as well as the whole AHRKAAS,
ranged from 0.329 to 0.652. The Cronbach’s α coefficient of each factor ranged from 0.819 to 0.928.
Cronbach’s α coefficient of the whole AHRKAAS was
0.923 (Table 6).

Discussion
Globally, the health care model that regarded medical
workers as having the leading role in patient care is
gradually being transformed into a new modern health
care model that places patients at the center of healthcare. In this newer model, individual health
self-management capabilities are improved and both
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Table 3 The content of adolescent haze related knowledge awareness assessment scale (AHRKAAS)
Dimensions

Items

Completely Know Moderately Know a
Don’t
know 5
most 4 know 3
small part 2 know 1

The cognition of factitious
factors of haze formation

Q1. I know that factory emissions can cause haze.

5

The cognition of natural
factors of haze formation

3

2

1

Q2. I know that burning agricultural straw can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q3. I know that forest fires can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q4. I know that burning garbage can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q5. I know that coal-fired heating can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q6. I know that dust produced from cars can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q7. I know that automobile exhaust can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q8. I know that when there is no wind, haze can be caused.

5

4

3

2

1

Q9. I know that a decrease in rainfall can cause haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q10. I know that when the relative humidity of the air is
high, haze can be caused.

5

4

3

2

1

Q11. I know that when the temperature is low, haze can
be caused.

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

The cognition of haze harmful Q12. I know haze can cause pneumonia.
effects on the human body
Q13. I know that haze can cause lung cancer.

The cognition of haze health
protection measures

4

5

4

3

2

1

Q14. I know that haze can cause the blood pressure to rise. 5

4

3

2

1

Q15. I know that haze can cause heart disease.

5

4

3

2

1

Q16. I know haze can cause dysfunction of the arteries.

5

4

3

2

1

Q17. I know haze can cause dysfunction of the nervous
system.

5

4

3

2

1

Q18. I know haze can cause metabolic diseases.

5

4

3

2

1

Q19. I know haze can cause reproductive dysfunction.

5

4

3

2

1

Q20. I know the haze can cause allergic reactions in
the body.

5

4

3

2

1

Q21. I know that window opening time should be reduced 5
in haze.

4

3

2

1

Q22. I know that outdoor activities should be reduced
in haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q23. I know that I should wear a protective mask in haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q24. I know that I should relax my mood in haze.

5

4

3

2

1

Q25. I know that I should maintain enough sleep in haze.

5

4

3

2

1

parties are able to jointly participate in decision relating
to a patient’s healthcare [27, 28]. Publicity campaigns
framed in the context of air pollution should be carried
out to increase public awareness of the health risks and
the corresponding personal prevention and protection
measures. [5]. Some studies have highlighted the importance and urgency of air pollution control in China and
have highlighted the protection of vulnerable populations [29, 30]. Therefore, by fully mobilizing the
Table 4 The results of confirmatory factor analysis
χ2

df

χ2 /df

RMSEA

GFI

AGFI

CFI

NFI

TLI

662.780

242

2.739

0.049

0.929

0.905

0.964

0.944

0.955

χ2, Chi-square value; df, degrees of freedom; χ2 /df, Chi-square value/degrees
of freedom; RMSEA, root-mean-square error of approximation; GFI, goodness
of fit index; AGFI, adjusted goodness of fit index; CFI, comparative fit index;
NFI, normed fit index; TLI, Tueker-Lewis index

enthusiasm of adolescents, and by strengthening their
awareness of health protection against haze, the harm
caused by haze to adolescents may be reduced. At
present, China’s medical system and policy guidelines
predominantly focus on aspects of diagnosis, treatment,
and care of specific diseases in hospitalized patients;
however, investments in health protection and health
care in locations such as communities, schools, and families are inadequate. Adolescents understanding of the
harmfulness of haze is not enough, and their cognition
level of haze related knowledge is low [31]. AHRKAAS
developed in this study enables medical workers in
health care institutions, as well as coordinators in
schools, to quickly and effectively recognize the status of
an adolescent’s haze related knowledge. These workers
will be capable of conducting targeted behavioral
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Fig. 2 Standard path and parameter estimation of confirmatory factor analysis. F1, Factor 1, the cognition of factitious factors of haze formation;
F2, Factor 2, the cognition of natural factors of haze formation; F3, Factor 3, the cognition of haze harmful effects on the human body; F4, Factor
4, the cognition of haze health protection measures. Suppress the correlation coefficient of the residual errors

interventions, as well as provide related health guidance for
adolescents. This will help adolescents comprehend the
concept and importance of haze health protection, which
will lead to a lower incidence of related diseases. Ultimately
this will result in a reduction of the medical burden placed
on government bodies, schools, and families [32].
Both EFA and CFA are appropriately used when a hypothesized measurement model is evaluated [25]. The
sample size should be at least 10–15 individuals per
Table 5 Correlation coefficients among the factors of AHRKAAS
and between the factors and the total scale of AHRKAAS

variable for the factor analysis [25]. The sample size in
this study was large enough for the analysis. The factor
analysis was suitable for this study as the KMO value
(0.930) was greater than 0.6 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (16,954.675, df = 300, P = 0.000) was significant [33].
The results indicated the data were suitable for factor
analysis. EFA showed that 25 items loaded substantially
onto 4 conceptually clear factors. Dimension 1(the
Table 6 The MIIC and the Cronbach’s α coefficient of each
factor and the whole AHRKAAS
Factor

Number of Items

MIIC

Cronbach’s α

Factor

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

AHRKAAS

Factor 1

7

0.652

0.928

Factor 1

0.353**

0.253**

0.557**

0.685**

Factor 2

4

0.530

0.819

**

**

**

Factor 2

_

0.543

0.347

0.722

Factor 3

9

0.567

0.922

Factor 3

_

_

0.350**

0.819**

Factor 4

5

0.519

0.839

AHRKAAS

25

0.329

0.923

Factor 4

_

_

_

**

0.703

Factor 1, the cognition of factitious factors of haze formation; Factor 2, the
cognition of natural factors of haze formation; Factor 3, the cognition of haze
harms on human body; Factor 4, the cognition of haze health protection measures.
This symbol ‘_‘indicates no such correlation coefficient. **P < 0.01

Factor 1, the cognition of factitious factors of haze formation; Factor 2, the
cognition of natural factors of haze formation; Factor 3, the cognition of haze
harms on human body; Factor 4, the cognition of haze health protection measures.
MIIC, mean inter-item correlation coefficients
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cognition of influencing factors of the haze formation)
in the AHRKAAS-II was divided into dimension 1(the
cognition of factitious factors of haze formation) and dimension 2 (the cognition of natural factors of haze formation) in the final AHRKAAS version. The reason for
the change of the dimensions was most likely because
the cause of haze formation was composed of human
factors and natural factors. These sources were different,
hence we measured them from two separate dimensions.
The 4-factor model produced a clearer and more accurate measurement of the structure of AHRKAAS. If the
cumulative variance contribution rate was greater than
70%, it would have proven to be better [34]; however,
the 66.178% of the AHRKAAS is also acceptable. The
reason for this is that in some published literature relating to the development and testing of the reliability and
validity of a scale, the cumulative variance contribution
rate was also more than 60% and the validity of the scale
was also acceptable [35]. As part of the CFA, the model
goodness of fit was evaluated by RMSEA (< 0.08 acceptable), GFI (> 0.90 acceptable), AGFI (> 0.90 acceptable),
CFI (> 0.90 acceptable), NFI (> 0.90 acceptable), TLI
(> 0.90 acceptable) [24, 36]. All the results of CFA in this
study met the above criteria. The results of CFA suggest
that both the fit and the stability of the 4-factor model
structure of AHRKAAS are satisfactory.
As part of the internal correlation test of AHRKAAS,
the correlation coefficients between each factor and the
total scale of AHRKAAS were from 0.685 to 0.819. This
indicated that the internal correlation of the scale was
good. The correlation coefficients between the various
factors were from 0.253 to 0.557, indicating that there
was a moderate correlation between the various factors
[24]. The results revealed that there was a certain degree
of correlation among the various factors, and that there
were also some differences among the various factors.
Thus, various factors could reflect different aspects of
adolescent haze related knowledge, so that the four factors could comprehensively and effectively measure the
cognition level of adolescent haze related knowledge.
Content validity refers to whether the items of the
scale were able to identify the content and topic that we
intended to measure. Each item content validity index of
the scale represents the number of expert choices of 3
and 2 divided by the total number of experts. Total content validity index of the scale is the average of all of the
items’ content validity indexes [24]. The CVI of the scale
was 0.940, and the CVI of each item ranged from 0.667
to 1.00. This shows that AHRKAAS can reflect the variables measured. Each item is able to measure the correct
content, and the AHRKAAS has good content validity.
Owing to the lack of a “golden criterion” for the measurement of the cognition level of adolescent haze related
knowledge, measuring the criterion validity of AHRKAAS
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is a difficult task [34]. However, in the absence of a golden
criterion, researchers from our team attempted to use the
self-report method as a testing criterion. Researchers calculated the correlation coefficient between the total score
of AHRKAAS and the overall self-report item score. The
result revealed that the correlation coefficient value between the two variables was greater than 0.4; the correlation between them was moderate and the criterion
validity of AHRKAAS was also acceptable [24].
The reliability of a scale can be determined by using
Cronbach’s alpha and the mean inter-item correlation [37,
38]. The general criterion for a satisfactory internal
consistency reliability is considered a Cronbach’s alpha of
≥0.7 [24]. In this study, Cronbach’s alpha values of each
factor and the entire AHRKAAS were all greater than 0.8.
If the mean inter-item correlation coefficient of a scale is
greater than 0.3,the internal consistency reliability of scale
is considered as acceptable [38]. MIIC values of each factor, and the entire AHRKAAS, were all greater than 0.3.
Thus, through the above comprehensive analyses, AHRKAAS, in this study, proved good reliability.

Limitations and future direction
Adolescents who participated in this study were recruited from the same city, Baoding city. Both the reliability and the validity of AHRKAAS were good among
adolescents in the Baoding city; however, in future studies the reliability and validity of AHRKAAS should also
be validated among adolescents in other cities that have
different air quality, so that AHRKAAS can be more
widely applied across the country. Due to limited research conditions, the scope of sampling is required to
be further expanded in the future. Furthermore, AHRKAAS should be more widely applied and verified in a
greater number of locations in the country, so that the
scale can be further revised and improved. The
test-retest reliability reflects the stability and consistency
of AHRKAAS after a certain period of time [34]. Due to
the limitation of the schools teaching plan and the limitation of the source of the objects in this study, the
test-retest reliability of AHRKAAS was not tested. This
should be verified in future research. Since a certain degree of cultural difference exists amongst different countries, it may have limited the generalizability of
AHRKAAS. Thus, any effort to use this tool in other
countries might require appropriate validation of AHRKAAS [34]. Further cross-cultural scale revision and
scale validation are needed in order to develop an AHRKAAS that can be applied on an international scale.
Conclusion
In summary, this study has rigorously developed and
validated the AHRKAAS, which has proven to be reliable and valid. AHRKAAS can be used to assess the
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cognition level of haze related knowledge among the adolescents. Furthermore, it can help medical workers in
health care institutions, as well as help school coordinators to conduct targeted behavioral interventions and
provide health guidance for adolescents regarding prevention of the harmful effects of haze on health. Finally,
AHRKAAS is a critical tool that helps adolescents establish a better awareness of this issue to enable them to
promote their healthy growth.
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